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SUMMARY 

Scott Wilson were commissioned by Redrow Homes (Yorkshire) Ltd to undertake an 
archaeological and built heritage assessment on a proposed development site at 
Providence Mill, Selby, North Yorkshire. 

The aim of the study was to assess the potential for the presence of archaeological 
remains on the site, particularly in relation to the river frontage, often being the focus 
of medieval and eariier acfivity. A review of available geotechnical information and a 
site visit were also undertaken in order to assess the current nature of the site and 
the potential for survival of any remains. 

Documentary and cartographic research suggested very low potential for the 
presence of pre-industrial archaeological deposits on the site. 

Geotechnical data gave no indication of buried soils or organic deposits of potential 
palaeoenvironmental interest, but did identify a relatively thick layer of imported 
material across the site thought to have been introduced to raise the ground surface 
as a flood defence measure prior to the construction of industrial buildings. 

The complex of mid-19th century mill buildings, associated with the production of 
linseed oil, has been frequently expanded and altered throughout the late 19th and 
20th centuries and the built heritage appraisal identified only fragmentary surviving 
elements of the original structures. 

On the results of this assessment, no further archaeological or architectural recording 
work is recommended. However, it is recommended that design proposals should 
complement the historic character and setfing of the development area. 
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PREFACE 

All statements and opinions in this document are offered in good faith. Scott Wilson 
Kirkpatrick and Co Ltd cannot accept responsibility for errors of fact or opinion 
resulting from data supplied by a third party, or for any loss or other consequence 
arising from decisions or actions made upon the basis of facts or opinions expressed 
in this document. 

This report has been prepared by Nick Finch (Archaeology) and Amy Jones (Built 
Heritage). The figures were prepared by Adam Jones (GIS) and Gareth Bloomer 
(CAD). The project was carried out under the overall management of Simon 
McCudden. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Scott Wilson was requested by Redrow Homes (Yorkshire) Ltd to undertake a 
cultural heritage desk-based assessment in anticipation of a future re-development 
proposal to the northeast of the centre of Selby. The assessment was undertaken 
during May 2006. 

1.1.2 The aim of the study was to identify the potenfial for the presence and survival of 
archaeological remains and historical structures/features within the outlined area and 
to assess the extent of modern disturbance. 

1.2 Site Location, Description, and Geology 

1.2.1 The proposed development site (Figure 1) covers an area of approximately 1.4ha to 
the northeast of the centre of Selby (SE 6165 3287). 

1.2.2 The site currently contains a large brick-built warehouse and ancillary buildings, 
together with areas of concrete and bitmac hardstanding. 

1.2.3 The site is relafively flat and several smaller rough unsurfaced areas are located 
along the eastern boundary and towards the southwest corner. The southern 
boundary of the site comprises of a concrete flood defence wall with a dilapidated 
wooden and concrete jetty protruding into the River Ouse. There are open fields to 
the north and east of the proposed development area with the River Ouse to the 
south. 

1.2.4 The proposed development site does not contain any Scheduled Monuments or 
Listed Buildings; there are no Registered Battlefields or Historic Parks and Gardens, 
and it does not lie within a Conservation Area. 

1.3 Geology 

1.3.1 The records of the Brifish Geological Survey indicate the site is underlain by Alluvium 
over Permo-Triassic 'Bunter Sandstone' (Sheet 71 - Selby - of the 1:50 000 Series 
Geological Map, Solid and Drift Edition). 

1.4 Aims and Objectives 

1.4.1 The principal objective of this study is to identify all known or potential archaeological 
or historical sites within the development area, which may be impacted upon by 
redevelopment proposals. 

1.4.2 The specific aims are: 

• to identify all known archaeological sites and other elements of the cultural 
heritage within the development area or close to it; 

• to assess the likely survival of buried archaeological deposits across the site, 
the significance of such deposits, and the potenfial impact of the development 
upon them; 

• to assess the significance of the built heritage and other elements of the 
cultural heritage, and the potenfial impact of the development upon them; 

• to assess the impact that former intrusive activities have had on archaeological 
deposits/levels; 
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to assess the need for further intrusive and non-intrusive investigative works, 
where necessary, to provide further information from which to make 
recommendations; 
to formulate a strategy for further works, if appropriate. 
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2.0 ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Assessment Procedure 

2.1.1 This study has been undertaken in accordance with the 'Standards and Guidance for 
Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment' and Code of Conduct of the Institute of 
Field Archaeologists (1999). 

2.1.2 This study considers the potential presence/absence of archaeological remains and 
other elements of the cultural heritage, the likely significance of these and the 
probable impact of any proposed development. There are, however, due to the 
complex variables involved, no standardised criteria for assessing the importance 
and significance of archaeological sites and cultural heritage for the purposes of 
impact assessment. 

2.1.3 The definifions and criteria in the Secretary of State's 'Criteria for Scheduling Ancient 
Monuments' (PPGl6, Annex 4, DoE 1990) and in English Heritage's Monuments 
Protection Programme are useful when considering the importance of an 
archaeological site but, these are '...not definitive; rather they are indicators which 
contribute to a wider judgement'. 

2.1.4 The archaeological research area was defined by a 1km radius centred on the 
proposed development area at SE 6165 3287 as agreed with the Senior 
Archaeologist for North Yorkshire County Council. This report is based on the results 
of a search of the North Yorkshire County Council Sites and Monuments Record 
(SMR), a selecfion of historical and Ordnance Survey maps and a selecfion of 
published sources. 

2.1.5 Sites have been numbered for ease of reference to the map presented in Figure 2. 
The site numbers are referred to in bold in the text and are catalogued in Appendix 1. 

2.2 The Built Environment 

2.2.1 The assessment of the built environment of Providence Mill has been undertaken 
with regard to the legislative framework in respect of listed buildings and 
conservation areas; and in the context of Planning Policy Guidance, specifically 
PPG l5 - Planning and the Historic Environment 

2.2.2 Our researches, in accordance with English Heritage guidance (Guidance on 
Conservation Area Appraisals 2005), review the historical background to 
development of the area giving rise to its street pattern, land use and building type. 
Our researches document the present appearance of the area and identify both 
historic and more recent influences on its character. 

2.2.3 For the purposes of the built heritage assessment, a 0.25km study area has been 
defined centred around the site. This will identify any built heritage receptors which 
may be indirectly impacted upon by the proposed development. 

2.2.4 In accordance with best practice as set out in guidance and standards issued by the 
Institute of Field Archaeologists (IFA) and English Heritage this document provides: 

• A description of buildings on site, the conservation areas, listed buildings and 
locally significant buildings within proximity to the site; 

• Analysis of the setting of the designated structures; 
• Assessment of the contribution of these structures to the setting of listed 

buildings in proximity to the site; and 
• Recommendations for the mitigation of development impacts. 
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Consultation 

2.3.1 The Senior Archaeologist for North Yorkshire, Gail Falkingham has been consulted 
during the production of this assessment. 

2.3.2 The Conservation Officer for North Yorkshire, Mark Barratt has been consulted 
during the production of this assessment and expressed no specific concerns. 

2.4 Sources 

North Yorkshire Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) 
2.4.1 Records of all known find spots, sites or structures of archaeological interest within 

the study area were obtained from the Sites and Monuments Record created by 
North Yorkshire County Council Heritage Unit, County Hall, Northallerton. 

National Monuments Record (NMR) 
2.4.2 Records of all known archaeological find spots, sites or structures of archaeological 

interest within the study area were obtained from the National Monuments Record 
Centre, Great Western Village, Kemble Drive, Swindon. 

Cartographic Sources 
2.4.3 Historic maps from published sources and the sequence of historic Ordnance Survey 

maps were also examined. Estate and pre-Ordnance Survey maps were consulted 
at the County Record Office, Malpas Road, Northallerton and East Riding Records 
Office, Beveriey. 

2.4.4 Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 scale raster data was used as a base for plotting 
archaeological informafion. 

Wntten Sources 
2.4.5 A small number of written sources were consulted in order to amplify informafion 

gathered from the above sources. These were sourced at Selby Library, County 
Record Office, and the Yorkshire Archaeological Society library in Leeds. An internet 
search was also undertaken. 

Aerial Photographs 
2.4.6 No aerial photographs were found in relafion to the development area. 

Geotechnical Data 

2.4.7 Geotechnical information presented in a report by Sinus Geotechnical and 
Environmental Ltd for Redrow Homes (Yorkshire) Ltd has been reviewed in order to 
assess the nature of deposits across the site and to identify any areas of modern 
disturbance, which may have compromised the survival of potential archaeological 
remains. 

Site Visit 
2.4.8 A site visit was undertaken on 9th May 2006 to assess the current conditions and 

archaeological and historical potential of the site. No further visits were made. All 
observations on the present layout and condition of the site are based on this visit. 

2.4.9 The ground is relatively flat, and appears to have been levelled up across the entire 
site as a defensive measure against flooding from the River Ouse. There was no 
evidence of archaeological earthworks, features or deposits. 

2.4.10 There were no significant areas of terracing noted in the development site. 
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2.4.11 The following photographs illustrate the current nature of the proposed development 
area. 

Plate 1. View from southwest corner looking 
northeast 

Plate 2. View of building running along south 
boundary of site looking northeast 

Plate 3. View from southwest boundary of site 
looking northwest 

Plate 4. View from northern boundary of site 
looking north 

Plate 5. View from northwest corner of site looking 
east 

Plate 6. View from southern boundary of site 
looking south towards the River Ouse 
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3.0 LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 

3.1 Cultural Heritage Legislation 

3.1.1 The Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 sets out the 
requirement for Scheduled Ancient Monument Consent for any works of demolifion, 
repair, and alteration that might affect a Scheduled Ancient Monument. No 
Scheduled Ancient Monuments are located within the proposed development area. 
Likewise under The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, 
Listed Building consent is required for any works that may affect the special 
architectural or historical interest of Listed Buildings and a presumption against 
development which would adversely harm the setting or special architectural or 
historic interest of Listed Buildings. 

3.2 National Planning Poiicy Guidance 

3.2.1 Advice on the treatment of archaeology in the planning process is set out in Planning 
Policy Guidance 16: Archaeology and Planning (PPG 16). This document oufiines 
the Secretary of State's policy on archaeological remains and how they should be 
preserved or recorded. It gives particular attention to the discovery and handling of 
archaeological remains within the development planning process. 

3.2.2 This guidance seeks to balance the preservation of significant archaeological 
remains with the demands of modern society and confinuing development. PPG 16 
recognises archaeological remains to be a fragile and finite non-renewable resource 
that can contain irreplaceable informafion about the past (paragraph 2.6). The 
guidance determines a presumption in favour of in situ preservation of archaeological 
remains, particularly those considered to be of nafional importance: 'Where nafionally 
important remains, whether scheduled or not, and their setfings, are affected by 
proposed development there should be a presumption in favour of their physical 
preservation'. 

3.2.3 The desirability of preserving scheduled and unscheduled archaeological 
monuments of nafional importance and their settings is considered to be a material 
consideration in the planning process and should be dealt with as an integral part of 
development control (paragraph 2.18). An early assessment of archaeological 
potenfial is recognised to enable impact upon sensitive areas to be minimised and to 
reduce potenfial conflict between development and preservation (paragraph 2.12-
2.14). 

3.2.4 Archaeological excavation enabling preservation by record is considered to be an 
acceptable alternative only when in situ preservation is not feasible (paragraph 2.13). 

3.2.5 Where archaeological remains of lesser importance are thought to exist on a 
development site, the planning authority is advised to weigh up the relafive 
importance of the archaeology against the need for the proposed development. 

3.2.6 Field evaluafions can be requested by the planning authority where important 
archaeological remains are thought to exist. These may be included as part of the 
planning application, enabling an informed decision to be made (paragraph 2.21). 

3.2.7 Where preservation by record is determined to be suitable by the planning authority, 
planning conditions or agreements with the developer will oufiine a suitable program 
of excavation and publication (paragraph 2.25). The case for preservation in situ or 
by record will be assessed on the individual merits of each case, including the 
intrinsic importance of the remains and the need for the proposed development. 
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3.2.8 Planning Policy Guidance Note 15 (PPG 15) 'Planning and the Historic Environment' 
(1994) outlines Government's advice to developers and local authorities etc. in their 
consideration of development proposals affecting amongst others listed buildings and 
their setting, conservation areas and other historic buildings. 

3.2.9 With regard to sustainable development and balancing the need for new 
development with the need to preserve the historic environment the PPG comments 
that: 

'the historic environment of England is all pervasive, and it cannot in practise be 
preserved unchanged. We must ensure that the means are available to identify what 
is special in the historic environment; to define through the development plan system 
its capacity to change, and, when proposals for new development come fonvard, to 
assess their impact on the historic environment and give it full weight alongside other 
considerations.' (PPG 15 1.3). 

3.3 Regional Policy and Local Policy 

Draft Regional Spatial Strategy for Yorkshire and the Humber (December 2005) 
Cultural Heritage 

3.3.1 The Region will safeguard and enhance the historic environment, and ensure that 
historical context informs future development and regeneration. All development 
strategies, plans, programmes and decisions in the Region will conserve distinctive 
elements of the historic environment and enhance local character and distinctiveness 
in line with the following heritage priority areas of regional, sub regional and local 
cultural and historical importance the following: 

A Prehistoric landscapes, especially the Wolds, the Magnesium Limestone 
Ridge, Vale of Pickering, and Thornborough Henges 

B Medieval landscapes, especially the Lincolnshire Coversands, the 
waterlogged landscapes of the Humber and the relict industrial landscapes of 
the North York Moors 

C Industrial landscapes, housing areas and civic buildings, especially in West 
and South Yorkshire 

D Roman military and civil settlements and communicafions, especially in North 
Yorkshire) the historic street patterns, sky lines, views and setting of the City 
of York 

E Maritime archaeological assets, seaside resorts, and the purpose built historic 
ports, docks and infrastructure of the East Coast and the Humber. 

Setoy District Local Plan (adopted draft February 2005) 
3.3.2 The Selby District Local Plan (draff) was adopted in February 2005. Part one of the 

Plan (General Policies) oufiines the principal objecfives, a number of which are 
concerned with cultural heritage: 

• to protect and enhance the character of the countryside; 
• to safeguard the built heritage of the District. 

3.3.3 Policy ENV 1 states: 

The potenfial loss, or adverse effect upon, significant buildings, related spaces, trees, 
wildlife habitats, archaeological or other features important to the character of the 
area. 

3.3.4 Specific policies relafing to the archaeological resource include: 
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Policy ENV 11 

Development will not be permitted where it likely to cause loss of, or damage to, an 
ancient woodland, unless the reasons for the development outweigh the nature 
conservation of the woodland. 

Policy ENV 15 

Within the locality important landscape area, as defined on the proposals map, 
priority will be given to the conservation and enhancement of the character and 
quality of the landscape. Particular attention should be paid to the design, layout, 
landscaping of development and the use of materials in order to minimise its impact 
and to enhance the traditional character of buildings and landscape in the area. 

Policy ENV27 

Where scheduled monuments or other nationally important archaeological sites and 
or their setting are affected by proposed development, there will be a presumption in 
favour of their physical preservation. In exceptional circumstances where the need 
for the development is clearty demonstrated, development will onty be permitted 
where archaeological remains are preserved in situ through sympathetic or design of 
the development. 

Policy ENV28 

A) Where development proposals affect sites of known or possible 
archaeological interest, the District Council will require an archaeological 
assessment/evaluation to be submitted as part of the planning application. 

B) Where development affecting archaeotogical remains is acceptable in 
principle, the Council will require that archaeological remains are preserved in 
situ through careful design and layout of the new development. 

C) Where preservation in situ is not justified, the council will require that 
arrangements are made by the developer to ensure that adequate time and 
resources are available to allow archaeological investigation and recording by 
a competent archaeological organisation prior to or during development. 

3.3.5 Specific policies relafing to the built heritage include: 

Policy ENV22 

Development will not be permitted where it would have a detrimental effect on the 
character fabric or setting of a listed building. 

Policy ENV23 

The total or substantial demolition of a listed building wilt only be permitted where it 
can be demonstrated that: 

1) All reasonable and imaginative efforts have been made to retain the existing 
use of find compatible alternative uses: or 

2) Redevelopment would produce substantial planning benefits for the 
community or environment that would decisively outweigh the building's loss 

Where a listed building is allowed to decay to the point where it is in danger of 
structural collapse, or it is in an extremely poor state of repair, the district council will 
where appropriate, exercise its powers to secure the preservation of the building. 

Policy ENV24 

The conversion, alteration, extension or change of use of a listed building will only be 
permitted where it can be demonstrated that the proposal: 
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Would not have any adverse effect on the architectural and historic character 
of the building, and its setting; 

2) Is appropriate in terms of scale, deign, detailing and materials; and 

3) Would not harm the historic fabric of the building. 

Policy ENV 25 

Development within or affecting a conservation area will be permitted provided the 
proposal would preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the 
conservation area, and in particular: 

1) The scale, form, position, design and materials of new buildings are 
appropriate to the historic context; 

2) Features of townscape importance including open spaces, trees, verges, 
hedging and paving are retained; 

3) The proposal would not adversely affect the setting of the area or significant 
views into or out of the area, and 

4) The proposed use, external site works and boundary treatment are 
compatible with the character and appearance of the area. 

Where necessary in order to be able to fully assess proposals, the council will require 
applications to be accompanied by detailed plans and elevations showing the 
proposed development in its setting. 

3.3.6 Policies relafing to Conservafion Area are included in Policy ENV 26. 

3.3.7 Specific policies relafing to the historic landscape include: 
Policy ENV16 
Development proposals likety to harm the historical, archaeological or landscape 
interest of a registered historic battlefield will not be permitted. 
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4.0 CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY 
The site was fully developed by the 1970s, before the advent of modern 
archaeological recording techniques or planning policy guidance. Unfil the late 19'̂  
century the area appears always to have been flood plain. No significant records 
exist in the HER for the proposed development area as it lies outside the historic 
core of Selby. Therefore a chronological history of the Selby area has been 
presented to place the site into context using data from the HER and NMR records. 

4.1 Prehistoric (10,OOOBC to c. 43AD) 

4.1.1 At the end of the last glacial period, around 10,000 years ago, the landscape of this 
area is likely to have been too inhospitable to be of interest to the first hunting and 
foraging bands from Europe (Scott 2005) and the earliest evidence for prehistoric 
activity in the Selby area is a stone axe hammer, found at Sherburn-in-Elmet and 
believed to date from the Mesolithic period. 

4.1.2 Although Neolithic settlers started to form clearances for settlement and agriculture in 
the region, there is no evidence for settlement in the vicinity of the study area. 
However, several finds from the broader area show that hunters or travellers did use 
routes across the southern lowlands of Yorkshire. 

4.1.3 A finely polished stone axe was found dafing to this period in Cat Babbleton (a short 
distance from Selby). Neolithic axes were also discovered in the wider area around 
Selby at Church Fenton, Escrick, Skipwith and Wheldrake. There have been no 
artefacts found near Selby (Scott 2005). 

4.1.4 The nearest documented prehistoric landscape comprising features ranging from the 
Neolithic to the Iron Age, is in the area originally known as Ferry Fryston, near to the 
River Aire in the vicinity Ferrybridge "C" Power Station c. 20km to the southwest. In 
addition other artefacts have been discovered at Ulleskelf, Howden and Fulford. 

4.1.5 By the late Iron Age most of northern Britain was settled and farmed and many of the 
names of the rivers are derived from Celtic words including the Aire, Calder, Wharfe, 
Nidd and Ouse. 

4.1.6 An evaluation on land south of Ousegate (NGR SE 6200 3219) in 2003 (1) found a 
feature of uncertain function containing two sherds of Iron Age pottery (Evans D, 
2003). This represents the only evidence of Iron Age activity in Selby. 

4.2 Roman (C.43AD to 410) 

4.2.1 Although there was a brisk trade of Roman goods in fhe north of Britain it was not 
until AD 70 that the Romans crossed the Humber into Yorkshire. Extensive Roman 
remains are known to exist throughout Yorkshire, although there is, so far, little 
available evidence from Selby and the surrounding area. 

4.2.2 Evaluation undertaken following a desk-based assessment produced a number of 
Roman pottery sherds south of Selby Dam in land at the rear of Finkle Street and 
Gowthorpe (NGR SE 6130 3250) (2). However, it is likely that this material had been 
imported to create the dam. 

4.2.3 More tangible evidence for the presence of Romans in Selby was found in 1998 
during a watching brief on excavations taking place on the corner of Ousegate and 
New Street (NGR SE 6170 3241) (3). This revealed a ditch containing six sherds of 
second and third century pottery and a slightly narrower ditch which formed a right 
angled with the first ditch. 
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4.3 Early Medieval Period (c.AD410 to 1066) 

4.3.1 The name 'Selby' suggests a settlement of Scandinavian origin 'Seletun' (Ekwall 
1985, 410) and the name combined with its geographical locafion on the banks of the 
River Ouse makes it likely that an Anglo-Saxon settlement was located here. 

4.3.2 Excavafions at the rear of Finkle Street and Gowthorpe (NGR SE 6130 3250) (2) 
suggested that one or two of the dykes in that area had been in use during the 
Anglian period. 

4.3.3 Further evidence for Eariy Medieval activity in Selby comes in the form of chance 
finds. Within the study area a number of burials in oak coffins were uncovered by 
workmen during the 19* century around Church Hill (NGR SE 6150 3240) (4). The 
fate of most of these coffins is unknown, however, seven were recovered and are 
stored in the museum at York (Scott 2005, 12). 

4.3.4 The first mention of the name of Selby occurs in a charter dated 1030 lisfing some of 
the lands and possessions belonging to the Archbishop of York: 

Two parts of Cawood and all of Wistow and all upper Selby, and two 
oxgangs in Flaxley, and half of Barlow, and alt Brayton except half a 
plough; and alt Burn and all Burton except half a ploughtand 

5.4 Medieval Period (1066 to 1540) 

4.4.1 The settlement that became known as Selby was in the Wapentake of Barcheston or 
Barkston Ash at the time of the Domesday Survey carried out in 1086 (Martin 1992, 
866). 

4.4.2 The medieval setfiement of Selby, is thought to have developed following the 
establishment of the Abbey in 1069. Selby Abbey (NGR SE 6150 3230) (20) is 
situated on the site of an eariier hermitage or chapel built by Benedict of Auxerre, 
who came to England with a relic of St.Germanus to build an abbey there. 

4.4.3 The west part of the nave gallery and upper parts of the west front appear to be mid-
13* century. The chancel and some of the tracery elsewhere are of later 14* century 
date. The tower collapsed in 1690, and was repaired c. 1701-2. The church was 
restored in 1871-3 by Sir George Gilbert Scott, and again in 1889-90 by J Oldrid 
Scott. In 1906 a serious fire prompted the most drastic restoration of all, also by J 
Oldrid Scott, which included a new crossing tower (1908), south transept (circa 
1912), and west towers (1935). 

4.4.4 Associated features attached to the Abbey complex included fishponds (23) and a 
moat (24), which appeared to have encompassed the whole monastery and was 
mentioned in a timber valuation document of 1543. 

4.4.5 Deposits relating to the Abbey were also recorded during a watching brief carried out 
in 1998 (NGR SE 6136 3237) along the A63 Scott Road to Selby Road (5). 

4.4.6 A castle was constructed by Henry de Lacy, Baron of Pontefract soon after 1143 (25) 
to oversee traffic using the River Ouse, which could be crossed by ferry (26) from 
Bariby. 

4.4.7 Evidence suggests that the town spread east, north and west from the Abbey 
precinct along Gowthorpe and Millgate and around Micklegate and the market. The 
probable first location of the market was to the northern end of Finkle Street (28) but 
it had been moved to outside the western entrance of the abbey by the 1500's (29). 
A replacement market cross (31) dafing to 1790 marks this place. 
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4.4.8 A watching brief carried out during the laying of electricity cables in the later Market 
Place (NGR SE 6146 3230) (17) located deposits relating to a possible monastic 
gatehouse structure (Hunter-Mann K, 1994). 

4.4.9 Evidence of medieval activity has also been found during archaeological excavations 
in 1993 at Gowthorpe (NGR SE 6130 3250) (2) where medieval deposits were 
revealed. 

4.4.10 The waterfront along Ousegate was developed by the 13* century establishing Selby 
as a transport centre. In the later medieval period it grew into a major inland port 
exporting wool, lead and butter. 

4.4.11 Evidence of this trade exists in the form of a tithe barn (21), the Abbots Staithe 
Building (22) and a soke mill (27) which appears to have been demolished by the 
turn of the century. The granaries and barns contained tons of oafs, corn and bariey. 

4.4.12 Archaeological invesfigafions in the vicinity of the waterfront along Ousegate have 
also located medieval deposits and features: 

An evaluafion and trial trenching at land south of Ousegate (NGR SE 6200 
3219) (1) and (16), undertaken in 2003. 
A watching brief at the junction of Ousegate and New Street (NGR SE 6170 
3241) (3), undertaken in 1998. 
A watching brief on a series of geotechnical test pits for the Selby Tidal 
Defences Appraisal (NGR SE 6213 3230) (18), under taken in 2000. 
A watching brief on two geotechnical test pits on the Ousegate waterfront (NGR 
SE 6164 3354) (13), undertaken in 2003. 

4.4.13 A suggested map of Selby and its vicinity has been produced based upon selected 
account rolls for 1398 - 1537 (Plate 7). This map does not show the development 
area, which is located slightly beyond the northeast corner. However, it does show 
that the site lies north of the medieval town of Selby. 

4.5 Post-Medieval to Modern (1540 to 1914) 

4.5.1 The Act for 'repairing and enlarging the roads from the town of Selby, in the county of 
York, to the town of Setby, was passed in 1741. This allowed tolls to be collected 
which, at least in theory, and ensured money was available for maintenance from 
those who used the roads. 

4.5.2 Millgate, Ousegate and Gowthorpe were the main streets out of Selby and they led to 
roads running to Leeds, Bawtry and Sherburn. The main route to Doncaster, Bawtry 
and the Great North Road was by way of Bariow Moor, Camblesforth and Cariton 
where, unfil a toll bridge was built, the ferry traversed the River Ouse. 

4.5.3 In 1791 the original swing bridge (37) was built (the current swing bridge is located in 
the same position). The bridge made it feasible to extend the turnpike road system 
through Barlby, North Duffield and Bubwith and join the Beveriey turnpike at Market 
Weighton. This became the established road to Beveriey and Hull and did much to 
improve the fortunes of Selby (Farrar 1987, 74). 

4.5.4 The Selby Canal was passed by an Act of 1774. It runs for 5.25 miles from the Aire 
and Calder Navigation at Haddlesey below Knottingley to the Ouse at Selby, with 
locks at Haddlesey and Selby (33). The lock at Selby (32) was constructed of ashlar 
and two wooden lock gates, associated with which are hwo houses built in the eariy 
19* century. 

4.5.5 The improved transport links brought a new found prosperity to the town. This called 
for new places of entertainment, schools, churches and chapels. This included St. 
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Marys Catholic Church (38), the Wesleyan Association Church (39) and the 
Congregafional Church (40). Further more the Selby Cottage Hospital was built in 
1901 (42). 

4.5.6 The railway arrived in Selby in 1834 when the town was connected to Leeds. This 
former railway was the eariiest incorporated railway company in the West Riding. 
Selby Old Station (34) and terminus of the Leeds and Selby Railway, opened in 1834 
and was eventually closed to passengers in 1871, after which it confinued in use as a 
goods shed. 

4.5.7 In 1863 the North Eastern Railway obtained authorisation to build a new direct route 
from Shaftholme Junction (north of Doncaster) to Chaloner Whin Junction (south of 
York) via Selby. Selby Stafion was opened in 1871 and is a Grade II listed building 
(35). An eariier railway bridge built between 1838-40 was replaced by the current 
bridge (36) in 1891. 

4.5.8 Examples of post-medieval activity have been located during archaeological 
investigations throughout the historic core of Selby. A watching brief at 'The Nook' 
(NGR SE 6166 3251) (12) located a 19* century wall and one at 25 Finkle Street (10) 
located a 19* century yard surface. 

4.6 Modern (1914 to Present) 

4.6.1 Many of the numerous manufacturing enterprises in Selby relied on agriculture to 
supply its mills such as the Allied Flour Mill (44). 

4.6.2 Flax was widely grown for hundreds of years and regarded as a major crop. Chiefly 
it was cultivated for the seeds of its blue flowers that were taken to Selby Mills and 
crushed to produce linseed oil. It was this process which took place on the proposed 
developmenf site during the early 1900s. 

4.6.3 During WWI there was a chemical works, which is described as an important 
producer of glycerine (43) the location for which is unknown. Selby also played a 
significant part in producing food during both WWI and WWII. 

4.6.4 In the 1960s technology had improved sufficiently to mine the Selby Coal Mine which 
closed in 1994. This was principally used to power Drax Power Station, which today 
brings employment and prosperity to much of Selby district. 

4.7 Negative Investigations 

4.7.1 The following locations recorded no archaeological features or deposits during 
watching briefs: 

• To the Rear of 1 St James Terrace (8) 
4 Park Street (19) 

• The Masonic Hall (6) 
• Land adjoining Park House, The Crescent (9) 
• The junction of Brook Street and Gowthorpe (14) 
• West of the River Ouse, near Bariby (7 and 11) 
• Church Hill, West of the Three Swans Public House (15). 
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